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CONS P EC TU S

S ince life began on Earth, the four types of bases (A, G, C, and
T(U)) that form two sets of base pairs have remained unchanged

as the components of nucleic acids that replicate and transfer genetic
information. Throughout evolution, except for the U to T modification,
the four base structures have not changed. This constancy within the
genetic code raises the question of how these complicated nucleotides
were generated from the molecules in a primordial soup on the early
Earth. At some prebiotic stage, the complementarity of base pairsmight
have accelerated the generation and accumulation of nucleotides or
oligonucleotides. We have no clues whether one pair of nucleobases
initially appeared on the early Earth during this process or a set of two
base pairs appeared simultaneously.

Recently, researchers have developed new artificial pairs of nucleobases (unnatural base pairs) that function alongside the
natural base pairs. Some unnatural base pairs in duplex DNA can be efficiently and faithfully amplified in a polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) using thermostable DNA polymerases. The addition of unnatural base pair systems could expand the genetic
alphabet of DNA, thus providing a new mechanism for the generation novel biopolymers by the site-specific incorporation of
functional components into nucleic acids and proteins. Furthermore, the process of unnatural base pair development might provide
clues to the origin of the natural base pairs in a primordial soup on the early Earth. In this Account, we describe the development of
three representative types of unnatural base pairs that function as a third pair of nucleobases in PCR and reconsider the origin of
the natural nucleic acids.

As researchers developing unnatural base pairs, they use repeated “proof of concept” experiments. As researchers design new
base pairs, they improve the structures that function in PCR and eliminate those that do not.We expect that this process is similar to
the one functioning in the chemical evolution and selection of the natural nucleobases. Interestingly, the initial structures designed
by each research groupwere quite similar to those of the latest successful unnatural base pairs. In this regard, it is tempting to form
a hypothesis that the base pairs on the primordial Earth, in which the natural purine bases, A and G, and pyrimidine bases, C and
T(U), originated from structurally similar compounds, such as hypoxanthine for a purine base predecessor. Subsequently, the initial
base pair evolved to the present two sets of base pairs via a keto-enol tautomerization of the initial compounds.

Introduction
The complementary A�T(U) and G�C base pairs in nucleic

acids are central to life on Earth. These bases function as the

alphabet of genetic information in DNA and RNA, and their

structures are considered to have remained unchanged

during the evolution process after a certain stage of the

RNA world. Theoretical approaches have speculated that

the optimized number of base types is four for replicative

genetic information storage,1,2 although a computational

analysis also suggested the possibilities of six and eight.3
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If that is the case, then when and how did the four different

bases and their complementarity appear in a prebiotic stage

on the early Earth? In other words, is it even possible to

simultaneously generate the very complicated ribonucleo-

tides of the four base types? Some bases and nucleotides

were obtained from quite primitive molecules under condi-

tions simulating the primordial Earth,4,5 and pyrimidine

ribonucleotides were also generated under prebiotically

plausible conditions.6 An evolution experiment indicated

that two bases, which pair with each other, are sufficient for

generating a ligase ribozyme, although the activity was low.7

Yet, we still have no clue as to how the complementarity

originally appeared in the forms of the A�T and G�C pairs.

For the last two decades, the development of artificial

third base pairs (unnatural base pairs) has been pursued for

exploring genetic alphabet expansion with replicable DNA

molecules (Figure 1).8�12 Researchers have thus created

several types of unnatural base pairs that function in replica-

tionwith high fidelity and efficiency, in combinationwith the

natural A�T andG�Cpairs. These unnatural base pairswere

created by repeating design processes on the basis of certain

ideas � chemical synthesis of their nucleotides and oligo-

nucleotides, and performing physical and biological assays

to assess the selectivity and efficiency of the base pair

formation. The promising base pairs were improved by

modifying their constituents, and the others were elimi-

nated. This developmental process resembles the process

observed in natural generation (chemical evolution) and

selection. Interestingly, the structures of the successful un-

natural base pairs with replication fidelity are quite similar to

those of their initial candidates.

When comparing the process of unnatural base pair

development with that of natural base pair creation on

Earth, we cannot help but imagine the origin of the A�T(U)

and G�C pairs, which might be similar to the original ones

that appeared as the first complementary molecule set on

the primordial Earth. Here, wewill describe the development

process of three representative types of unnatural base pairs

that function as a third base pair in PCR, and reconsider the

origin of the natural base pairs. Although many valuable

reports about modified bases and base analogues exist,

these are not the subject of this Account.

Design of Unnatural Base Pairs for
Replication
Alexander Rich imagined a newbase pair system including a

third base pair in 1962,1 and pioneering studies of unnatural

base pairs were begun in the late 1980s.13,14 Since then,

many candidates were designed, chemically synthesized,

and tested for their complementarity in a biology system. In

order to expand the genetic alphabet, the unnatural base

pairs must have highly exclusive selectivity, orthogonality,

in which the fifth base always pairs with the sixth one, as in

the A�T and G�C pairings, in the DNA duplex and the

template-directed nucleic acid synthesis by polymerases

(Figure 1). The latest unnatural base pairs can be practically

used in PCR amplification as a third base pair, and their

selectivity is higher than 99.8% per replication or PCR cycle.

In 1990, Benner's group designed four types of unnatural

base pairs with nonstandard hydrogen-bonding patterns,15

which differed from those of thenatural base pairs. Although

the ability of their early unnatural base pairs was not high,

due to tautomerization and chemical instability,16 they over-

came these problems to develop a new base pair with the

same concept.17,18 Meanwhile, Kool's group synthesized

nonhydrogen-bonded base pairs between shape-analogues

of the natural bases,19 and suggested the importance of

shape complementarity, for base pairing. Although Kool's

base pairs are isosteres of the natural base pairs and cannot

be usedas a third base pair, their studies inspired researchers

further. Subsequently, nonhydrogen-bonded hydrophobic

base analogues also became candidates for unnatural base

pairs. Romesberg's group synthesized many hydrophobic

base analogues,20 and finally found optimized unnatural

base pairs for PCR.21,22 Our group has also developed highly

specific hydrophobic base pairs,23 through consecutive im-

provements by combining the concepts of nonstandard

hydrogen bonding patterns, shape-complementarity, hy-

drophobicity, and electrostatic repulsion, on an ongoing

basis.24�28 These developmental processes are described

in more depth below.

FIGURE 1. Expansion of the genetic alphabet by an unnatural base pair
(X�Y) system.
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Hirao's Hydrophobic Ds�Px Pair
In 2000, we developed our first unnatural base pair, between

2-amino-6-dimethylaminopurine (x) and pyridine-2-one (y)

(Figure 2),24 by combining two concepts, a nonstandard

hydrogen bonding pattern and shape-complementarity.

The 2-aminopurine part of x may pair with T with two

hydrogen bonds, and to avoid this x�T mispairing we

introduced a bulky dimethylamino group to x, which

clashes with the 4-keto group of T (Figure 2). In addition,

we included a hydrogen atom in y, to accommodate the

dimethylamino group in the x�y pair, which thus exhib-

ited specificity in transcription. T7 RNA polymerase in-

corporates the ribonucleoside triphosphate of y (yTP)

into RNA opposite x in DNA templates with more than

90% selectivity.24 However, the x�y pair in replication,

using the 30�50 exonuclease-deficient Klenow fragment of

Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I (KF exo�), was not

selective (see Figure 4).

To increase the steric hindrance of the bulky group of x,

we replaced the flexible dimethylamino group with a highly

planar thienyl group, and synthesized 2-amino-6-(2-thienyl)-

purine (s) as a pairing partner of y (Figure 2).25 In addition to

the steric hindrance of s, the sulfur atom in the thienyl group

electrostatically clashes with the 4-keto group of T. The s�y

pair showed higher selectivity than the x�y pair in both

replication (Figure 4) and transcription. In transcription, T7

RNA polymerase incorporates yTP into RNA opposite s,with

more than 96% selectivity. This s�y pair transcription was

combined with an in vitro translation system, allowing the

site-specific incorporation of a nonstandard amino acid into

a protein.25

However, the selectivityof the s�ypair is still insufficient for

PCR. In the s�y pair, s has a bulky thienyl group to exclude

mispairing with any natural bases, in contrast to y. Thus,

besides dsTP, the natural purine substrates, especially dATP,

are also incorporated opposite y in replication (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. Hirao's unnatural base pair development process: from the x�y and Q�Pa pairs to the Ds�Pa pair. The Q�F pair was synthesized by
Kool's group as a hydrophobic A�T pair analogue.
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Actually, after 10 cycles of PCR, most of the s�y pairs were

replaced with the A�T pairs in the amplified DNA.

To address this problem, we employed a five-membered-

ring structure, imidazolin-2-one (z), instead of the six-

membered-ring of y (Figure 2).29 The shape complementarity

between the larger s and smaller z bases was improved,

relative to that of the s�y pair. In addition, the fitting

between A and z seemed to be loose (Figure 2), making it

difficult to eliminate the solvating waters on these bases for

the A�z mispair formation. In transcription, the s�z selec-

tivity was greatly improved, as compared to that of the s�y

pair. However, the low hydrophobicity and poor stacking

ability of z weakened the interaction with polymerases,

causing reduced incorporation efficiency of dzTP into DNA.

Thus,we shifted our attention to considering hydrophobicity

and stacking interactions, besides shape complementarity,

for base pair design.

In the mid-1990s, Kool's group reported hydrophobic

A�T pair analogues, such as the Z�F19 and Q�F pairs30

(Figure 2). These unnatural base pairs lack hydrogen-bonding

interactions between the pairing bases, but function in

replication. The Q base has a nitrogen atom corresponding

to position 3 in the natural purines, for interactions with the

side chains of amino acids in polymerases. While consider-

ing the Q�F pair, we noticed that it could be improved by

employing a five-membered-ring base analogue, pyrrole-

2-carboaldehyde (Pa),26 as a pairing partner ofQ, instead of

the six-membered-ring of the F base (Figure 2). The shape of

Pa fits better with Q, in comparison to F, and the oxygen

atom of the aldehyde group increases the interaction with

polymerases. The Q�Pa pair exhibited higher selectivity

than that of theQ�F pair in replication (Figure 4). The tertiary

structures of each DNA duplex containing the Q�Pa26 or

Z�F31 pair were determined by NMR (Figure 5). The shape

complementarity of Pa with Q is better than that of F

with Z, and the base pair structure of the Q�Pa pair in

the duplex is more geometrically similar to those of the

natural base pairs. Furthermore, we accidentally found

that Pa also pairs with s, and the s�Pa pair functions in

transcription with higher efficiency than the precedent

s�z pair (Figure 2).32,33

FIGURE 4. Single-nucleotide incorporation efficiency and selectivity of a series of Hirao's unnatural base pairs by the 30�50 exonuclease-deficient
Klenow fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase I. Ds* and A* are their γ-amidotriphosphates.

FIGURE 3. Hirao's unnatural Ds�Pa, Ds�Pn, and Ds�Px base pairs,
which function in PCR.
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Based on the s�Pa and Q�Pa pairs, we subsequently

removed the hydrogen-bonding residues from the s base

or replaced the methyl group of Q with a bulky thienyl

moiety, and created hydrophobic 7-(2-thienyl)imidazo[4,5-b]-

pyridine (Ds),27 as a new pairing partner of Pa (Figure 2).

The hydrogen-bonding residues of s still facilitatemispairing

with the natural bases, andQ pairs with T, as well as withPa.

Thus, we employed the thienyl group, which efficiently

excludes the mispairing with T, like that in s. The Ds�Pa

pair functions complementarily in transcription and replica-

tion. However, there is another problem with Ds�Ds mis-

pairing in replication: the incorporation efficiency of dDsTP

opposite Ds is higher than that of dPaTP opposite Ds

(Figure 4). Large hydrophobic bases, such as Ds, easily stack

on each other in the DNA duplex, and replication at the site

pauses due to the structural distortion.

We overcame this problem by using modified triphos-

phate substrates, γ-amidotriphosphates, which can reduce

the mispairing between bases with less shape-complemen-

tarity in replication.27 We thus developed a highly specific

replication system involving the Ds�Pa pair, using the

combination of the γ-amidotriphosphates of Ds and A,

and the usual triphosphates of Pa, G, C, and T. The

γ-amidotriphosphates of A efficiently exclude themispairing

between A and Pa. DNA fragments containing the Ds�Pa

pair can be amplified by PCR using Vent DNA polymerase

(exoþ) with an unnatural base pair selectivity of 99.0% per

replication, and approximately 96�97% of the Ds�Pa pair

remained in the amplified DNA fragments after 20 cycles of

PCR.

Our next task was to develop unnatural base pairs with-

out the help of the γ-amidotriphosphates, which reduce PCR

amplification efficiency and limit further applications. Thus,

we focused on the improvement of the Pa base. Instead of

Pa, we searched for a new base that more efficiently pairs

with Ds and avoids the Ds�Ds and A�Pa mispairings. To

exclude the A�Pa pair, we replaced the aldehyde group of

Pa with a nitro group, and designed 2-nitropyrrole (Pn).28

The oxygen atom of the nitro group was expected to

electrostatically repel the 1-nitrogen of A (Figure 3). Indeed,

Pn was efficiently and selectively incorporated opposite Ds

and greatly reduced the occurrence of mispairing with A.

DNA fragments containing theDs�Pn pair can be amplified

∼500-fold with >99.0% selectivity by 20 cycles of PCR, with

only the γ-amidotriphosphate of Ds, not that of A.

Furthermore, to exclude the Ds�Ds mispairing, we in-

creased the hydrophobicity of the Pn base and thus

designed 2-nitro-4-propynylpyrrole(Px), by attaching a

propynyl group to Pn (Figure 3).23 The increased hydropho-

bicity strengthened the interaction with polymerases and

the stackingwithneighboring bases, resulting in the superior

incorporation efficiency of dPxTP oppositeDs, as compared

to that of dDsTP opposite Ds (Figure 4). Without any mod-

ified triphosphates, theDs�Px pair exhibited high efficiency

and fidelity in PCR. DNA fragments containing the Ds�Px

pair can be amplified to 107-fold by 30 cycles of PCR using

Deep Vent DNA polymerase (exoþ), and the Ds�Px pairing

selectivity was over 99.9%. Furthermore, a variety of func-

tional groups, such as a fluorophore and biotin, can be

attached to the amino group of Px, and these functional

dPxTPs can also be site-specifically incorporated into DNA

by replication. Recently, we confirmed that the Ds�Px pair

can survive through 100 cycles of PCR, and more than 97%

of the Ds�Px pair in DNA was retained in the 1028-fold

amplified products after 100-cycle PCR (10-cycle PCR re-

peated 10 times).34

Romesberg's Hydrophobic 5SICS�MMO2
Pair
In 1999, Romesberg's group reported the predominantly

hydrophobic self-pair of propynyl isocarbostyril (PICS), as

their first successful unnatural base pair (Figure 6).20 They

showed the high thermal stability of the PICS�PICS pair in

DNAduplexes and the site-specific incorporation of dPICSTP

opposite PICS in replication by KF exo�. These results

indicated that hydrophobic packing increases the duplex

stability and the incorporation efficiency. Subsequently, they

chemically synthesized a wide variety of hydrophobic un-

natural base analogues and evaluated their base pairing

ability in replication with several DNA polymerases.35�37

FIGURE 5. Structures of DNA duplexes containing the Q�Pa or Z�F
pair, determined by NMR. The geometry of each unnatural base pair
moiety in the duplex is shown at the bottom.
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They found that the unnatural base pairs between relatively

largehydrophobic base analogs, such as thePICS�PICSpair

and the7AI�7AIpair36 (Figure 6), exhibit high incorporation

efficiency.

However, a problem with these unnatural base pairs was

the poor extension after their incorporation. They analyzed

the tertiary structure of the PICS�PICS pair in a DNA duplex

by NMR, and found that the PICS bases partially stack on

each other. The stacked structure facilitates the unnatural

base incorporation, but terminates further extension be-

cause of the distorted stacking structure, which was similar

to the Ds�Ds mispairing, as mentioned above. They over-

came this issue by using two polymerases, the Klenow

fragment for the single-nucleotide insertion and rat pol β

for further extension,38 as well as by mutating the polymer-

ase by an in vivo evolution method, using the proteolytic

fragment of Taq (Stoffel fragment).39

Simultaneously, they extensively investigated a variety

of base pair combinations comprising relatively small hy-

drophobic base analogs for replication extension.40�43 A

phenyl ring analog with a single fluorine substituent, 3-fluoro-

benzene (3FB, Figure 6),43 was efficiently incorporated

self-complementarily, and further primer extension oc-

curred after the 3FB�3FB pairing by KF exo�. Their structur-

al and biochemical studies revealed that the 3FB�3FB pair

in the DNA duplex forms a naturally planar pair structure,

suitable for primer extension.44

Romesberg's group synthesized more than 60 base ana-

logues (representatives are shown in Figure 6). Thus, they

applied a combinatorial approach by two independent

screening methods, using 3600 (60 � 60) possible hydro-

phobic base pairs, to identify candidates for efficient replica-

tion.45 All possible base pair combinations were evaluated

by single-nucleotide insertion experiments and further ex-

tension by KF exo�. Among the combinations, the SICS�
MMO2 pair exhibited the best efficiency and selectivity.

Furthermore, they also investigated the structure�activity

relationships of the designed base pairs, and optimized the

structures by small modifications.45,46

They finally developed the 5SICS�MMO2, 5SICS�NaM,

and 5SICS�DMO pairs (Figure 6),21,22 which all function in

PCR. The methyl group of 5SICS reduces the 5SICS�5SICS

self-mispairing.45 NaM was generated by introducing a

second aromatic ring to MMO2, fused at the meta and

FIGURE 6. Romesberg's hydrophobic unnatural bases and base pairs. The 5SICS�MMO2, 5SICS�NaM, and 5SICS-DMO pairs function in PCR.
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para positions.46 In addition, in DMO, the para-methyl sub-

stituent of MMO2 was replaced with a methoxy group by

fine-tuning the shape-complementarity,22 and the dDMOTP

incorporation efficiency opposite 5SCIS, rather thanMMO2,

was increased. They also determined the structure of the

5SICS�MMO2 pair in a DNA duplex, which revealed that

the unnatural pairing bases are slightly stacked on each

other.22 They proposed that this unique, slight stacking

causes the high specificity of the 5SICS�MMO2 pairing, in

which the subtle balance between the stacked and un-

stacked structures is the key for efficient replication. The

5SICS�MMO2, 5SICS�NaM, and 5SICS�DMO pairs func-

tion well in PCR using Deep Vent DNA polymerase. The

fidelities per replication cycle ranged from 92.9�99.4% for

5SICS�MMO2, 98.0�99.8% for 5SICS�NaM, and

90.7�99.8% for 5SICS�DMO in PCR amplification. The

5SICS�MMO2 and 5SICS�NaM pairs can also function in

transcription using T7 RNA polymerase.47

Benner's Hydrogen-Bonded Z�P Pair
The initial development of unnatural base pairs by Benner's

group was based on the rational design of different hydro-

gen bonding patterns from those of the natural Watson�
Crick base pairs (Figure 7). In 1989, they experimentally

demonstrated that the isoguanine (isoG) and isocytosine

(isoC) pair (Figure 7e)1 can be incorporated into DNA and

RNA in replication and transcription.13 Benner's group also

synthesized another unnatural base pair, xanthine(X)

and 2,6-diaminopyrimidine (K), to further extend the con-

cept (Figure 7a�f).5 In 1992, they reported a new co-

don�anticodon combination including the isoG�isoC

pair, which functions in in vitro translation to synthesize a

peptide containing a nonstandard amino acid, using chemi-

cally synthesized mRNA and tRNA.48

However, these pioneering studies were hampered by

various shortcomings of the base pairs. First, the isoC, K, and
X bases have proton-donor amino or imino groups, instead

FIGURE 7. Natural A�T and G�C pairs and four additional unnatural base pairs with different hydrogen-bonding patterns proposed by Benner's
group (a�f). Nucleobase analogues for xanthine and isoG (g). The improved isoG�5-methyl-isoC and P�Z pairs function in PCR (h,i). The isoG enol
tautomer pairs with T (j). The A�Ts pair replacing the A�T pair, reduces isoG (enol) �Ts mispairing (k,l).
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of proton-acceptor residues for interaction with poly-

merases, decreasing their incorporation efficiencies.16,49

Second, X is anionic under physiological conditions (pKa ∼
5.6),50 destabilizing DNA duplexes.8 This problemwasman-

aged by employing 5-aza-7-deazaxanthine (Figure 7g).51

Third, the isoC (Figure 7e) and pyrazine-scaffold-base

(Figure 7f) nucleosides are chemically unstable, and easily

decompose under mild alkaline conditions.8,13 Subsequent

analyses revealed that 5-position substituents, such as

5-methyl-isoC (Figure 7h), increased the stability.52,53 Lastly,

the keto�enol tautomerization of isoG under physiological

pH conditions is a serious problem.16,54 About 10% of the

enol tautomer of isoG is present in an aqueous solution, and

it pairs with T(U) (Figure 7j),55 causing the low fidelity of the

isoG�isoC pair, which ismutated to theA�Tpair during PCR

amplification.

To solve the tautomerism problem, Benner's group em-

ployed two strategies. One is the use of 7-deaza-isoG

(Figure 7g),55 which favors the keto form over the enol form

(ca. 1000:1). Another solution is the use of a thymine

analogue, 2-thio-T(Ts), instead of T (Figure 7k).56 The

2-thione group of Ts reduces its hydrogen bonding ability,

decreasing the pairing with the enol form of isoG (Figure 7l).

Using the three types of base pairs, isoG�5-methyl-isoC,

A�Ts, and G�C, the unnatural base pair selectivity reached

∼98% in PCR by TitanuimTaq DNA polymerase.

Their latest unnatural base pair is that between 2-

aminoimidazo[1,2-a]-1,3,5-triazin-4(8H)-one (P) and 6-amino-

5-nitro-2(1H)-pyridone (Z) (Figure 7i).17,18,57 Both bases have

proton-acceptor residues in the minor groove side, to en-

hance their interactions with the polymerase. The P and Z

bases are now free from tautomerism and chemical instabil-

ity. The nitropyridine scaffold of Z resists oxidization and

epimerization. They recently reported the high fidelity

(99.8% per theoretical PCR cycle) of the P�Z pairing in PCR

using Taq DNA polymerase.18

Natural versusArtificial Chemical Evolutionof
Base Pairs
Here, we have introduced the developmental process for

three types of unnatural base pairs that function in PCR with

high selectivity. The hydrophobic Ds�Px pair was gener-

ated by a consecutive improvement process from two initial

key base pairs, hydrogen-bonded x�y and hydrophobic

Q�Pa pairs (Figure 8a). The hydrophobic 5SICS�MMO2

pair was derived from the initial hydrophobic PICS�PICS

FIGURE 8. Successful unnatural base pairs and their origins.
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pair via rational selection from combinatorial libraries

(Figure 8b). The hydrogen-bonded P�Z pair was created

by solving several problems with the initial isoG�isoC pair

(Figure 8c). Although each of these successful base pairs was

designed using different ideas and concepts, the chemical

structures of these initial base pairs are quite similar to those

of the latest ones (Figure 8). From this perspective of artificial

chemical evolution,we consider theorigin of theA�T(U) and

G�C pairs on the primordial Earth.

When visualizing the structures of the A�T(U) and G�C

pairs, besides the complementarity of the pairing bases in

each pair, we notice the symmetry of the hydrogen-bonding

patterns betweenA�T(U) andG�C. This symmetric property

suggests that the natural base pairs may have been gener-

ated from one type of initial base or base pair, with a similar

structure to the present one. In a chemical reaction, the

structural symmetry of twomolecules is generated fromone

molecule by a reaction, such as racemization and optical

inactivation. In addition, the idea that fewer than four base

types appeared at the beginning easy explains the prebiotic

synthesis of the quite complicated components, ribonucleo-

tides. Several researchers hypothesized that two bases

would be sufficient,1,58,59 and Joyce's group experimentally

demonstrated that oligoribonucleotides consisting of only

one type of base pair, between 2,6-diaminopurine and uracil

(Figure 9a), function as a ligase ribozyme.7

An alternative initial candidate for the predecessor of the

A�T(U) and G�C pairs might be hypoxanthine, capable of

pairing with both T(U) and C by tautomerism (Figure 9b).60

Thus, the intrinsic symmetric property of hydrogen-bond

patterns appears in hypoxanthine between the keto and

enol forms, as shown in the isoG base tautomerization.

Although the keto formof hypoxanthine predominates over

the enol form in a neutral solution and a wobbling pair

between hypoxanthine and U is also plausible, the higher

acidity (pKa = 8.8) of the proton at position N3 of hypox-

anthine relative to that (pKa = 9.2) of guanine indicates its

tautomerism.61,62 As possible pairing partners of hypoxan-

thine, the nucleotide derivatives of C and U were generated

under primordial-like conditions.6 Hypoxanthine was also

experimentally obtained from very primitive molecules

under conditions simulating a primordial earth,5 and A and

G were derived from hypoxanthine by amination reactions.

Another precursor of the base pairs is a hypoxanthine

self-pair between its keto and enol forms (Figure 9b). A

similar hypothesis was proposed by W€achtersh€auser for

adenine�N3-bonded xanthine and guanine�N3-bonded

isoguanine pairs (Figure 9c).63 Either way, the symmetric

FIGURE9. Candidate bases for theorigin of thenatural base pairs. The2,6-diaminopurine�uracil base pair (a). Hypoxanthine tautomers canpairwith
U, C, and hypoxanthine (b). Base pairs proposed by W€achtersh€auser (c).
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hydrogen bonding patterns of A and G strongly resemble

those of the keto and enol forms of hypoxanthine.

Once the A�T(U) and G�C pairs appeared on the primor-

dial Earth, they remained invariant until now as nucleic acid

components. In contrast to this immortality of the intrinsic

natural base pair structures, researchers have been devel-

oping further unique unnatural base pairs. Kool's group

studies new genetic systems using unnatural bases with

expanded sizes.64 Matsuda and Minakawa's group devel-

oped hydrophilic unnatural base pairs with four hydrogen

bonds.65 Recently, Carell's group created ametal-salen base

pair capable of reversible bond formation, enabling PCR

amplification.66 Thus, unnatural base pairs are still in mid-

stream development in artificial chemical evolution.
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